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The academic year 2012-13 starts now, and so do the BUP courses, 

as so many years before. Teachers are checking contents, methods 

and new learning materials. Please notice that the new version of the 

Sustainable Baltic Region course will soon be launched. Teachers are 

probably also looking for possibilities to meet and discuss education 

for sustainable development. The BUP will offer one such event, the 

conference The future of Education for Sustainable Development and 

the social pillar of sustainability - Security and Stability in the Baltic 

Sea Region will be organized 7-10 November2012, in Kazimierz 

Dolny in Poland. 

When I am writing these words, STS Fryderyk Chopin is approaching 

the island of Bornholm, and I am on the way home from the BUP se-

cretariat in Uppsala with the ferry from Stockholm to Turku. The 

SAIL course – Sustainability Applied in International Learning - 

started on Tuesday this week. Teachers and students on board STS 

Fryderyk Chopin have a great experience and they will leave the ship 

filled with new experiences, useful knowledge, friendship and curios-

ity to explore more in the field of sustainability in the Baltic Sea re-

gion. We wish our course leader Dominika Stygar, her colleagues, 

the students and the crew a rewarding sailing! 

Statistics show that sea traffic on the Baltic Sea is intensive. To-

gether with me on this ferry are some 1500 passengers, a number 

which gives an indication of the high numbers of persons travelling 

across the Baltic Sea each year. In addition we have ships for trans-

port of goods, the fishing vessels and holiday vessels, and we end up 

in an extremely high level of traffic on the Baltic Sea. Therefore se-

curity issues are becoming increasingly important. At the same time 

we need to safeguard the ecological resources provided by the sea. 

And as the Baltic Sea is a common Sea to many countries, we all 

need to cooperate. BUP is focusing on these issues this autumn, in a 

students’ conference in Szczecin in November and in planning of 

competence development for professionals in maritime spatial plan-

ning. In a next step we plan to introduce these experiences in regu-

lar university education. At present we are making a survey on offers 

and needs of education related to maritime spatial planning, so 

please answer the questionnaire if you would like to join. 

On September 4 we got the message that Lars-Christer Lundin, 

BUP’s previous chair of the board, course mentor, colleague and 

friend, has passed away. His generous personality and genuine con-

cern for the network will always be remembered. We need his kind of 

lighthouses and beacons to navigate properly. Thank you, Lars-

Christer, for your time with us. 

 

Paula Lindroos 

mailto:christian.andersson@csduppsala.uu.se
http://www.balticuniv.uu.se/


 

Upcoming Events 

September 

10—27 SAIL, the Baltic Sea, start in Gdynia, Poland. 

11—15 Students Summer Course, Zittau/Görlitz, Germany. 

16—18 Students Seminar: Environmental Protection, Legnica, Poland. 

 

October 

 

November 

7—10 Teachers conference: The future of Education for Sustainable Development and 

 the social pillar of sustainability — Security and Stability in the Baltic Sea Region, 

 Kazimierz Dolny, Poland. 

14 MSP 3rd Planning Meeting, Szczecin, Poland 

14—18 Students Conference: Stability & Security in the Baltic Sea Region, Maritime 

 Spatial Planning and Baltic Sea Transport, Szczecin, Poland 

 

December 

12—15 Center Directors Meeting, Hamburg, Germany. 

 

 

Note: The dates for the events may change. 

For further and latest information on the upcoming events please see the BUP Calendar and 

List of Events. The latter list also includes an archive with Past Events. The entries in this list 

contains not only information about the event but also programmes, presentations and other 

materials. 
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International Summer Camp 

“Baltic Artek” 

Summer is a time not only for relaxing and doing nothing, but a possibility to visit different 

conferences, camps or summer schools. It’s a chance to change educational environment and 

in an easy going, creative and pleasant atmosphere adsorb new information and knowledge. 

“Baltic Artek” summer camp was established as a platform for students from all around Baltic 

Sea region to meet and spend time together. The third international session “The Future of 

Baltic” was hold from 1st till 6th of August in a beautiful place, near Svetlogorsk, Kaliningrad 

region, Russia. 

During these days participants had an 

opportunity to experience “Open 

space meeting format”, which was 

leaded by Jo Toepfer, Fredril Wort-

mann and Maja Bergfeld from Berlin 

Open Space cooperative. Such format 

makes participants not to be only 

spectators, but main actors. At the 

first meeting participants came up 

with ideas of topics to discuss and 

activities to do. It was a chance to 

formulate a group of confederates, 

discuss the interested topic and think 

about future projects. It is a good 

meeting format which helps to in-

volve everyone. 

Moreover, Swedish and Russian ex-

perts had time to make their work-

shops. I and Pontus Ambros, Swedish student representative, organized three times work-

shop on “Sustainable Consumption”. Participants were very active and creative young people. 

We discussed problems of consumption in general and possibilities to make our own life style 

more sustainable and environmental friendly. Our workshop fitted to another one 

“Sustainable city development” organized by Jacek Smolicki and Alberto Frigo, ConCritLab. 

They tried to find solutions for improving Kaliningrad city-line and create greed image. All 

workshops had relation to the topic of this session “The Future of Baltic – What can I contrib-

ute?“ 

I hope that next year “Baltic Artek” 

summer camp would become more 

attractive for students from all Baltic 

countries and in international atmos-

phere they will find solution for their 

own involvement in the Baltic region 

development. 

 

Anna Ruban 

BUP project assistant 

http://www.balticuniv.uu.se/


World Symposium on  

Sustainable Development at Universities 

The “World Symposium on Sustainable Development at Universities”, held on 5—6 June 2012 

in Rio de Janeiro was an officially accredited and acknowledged parallel event to the UN Con-

ference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD), better known as Rio+20. The conference was 

organised by the Research and Transfer Centre “Applications of Life Sciences” of the Hamburg 

University of Applied Sciences (Germany) and London Metropolitan University (UK). 

The aims of the conference were: to provide universities all round the world with an opportu-

nity to display and present their works (i.e. curriculum innovation, research, activities, practi-

cal projects) as they relate to education for sustainable development at university level; to 

foster the exchange of information, ideas and experiences acquired in the execution of pro-

jects, from successful initiatives and good practice; to discuss methodological approaches and 

projects which aim to integrate the topic of sustainable development in the curriculum of uni-

versities; to network the participants and provide a platform so they can explore possibilities 

for cooperation. The conference was attended by over 120 delegates from 26 countries –

represent all geographical regions- and was a great success. A summary of the event and fol-

low-up activities is as follows:  

1. Commitment to Universities towards sustainability: One of the key messages from the con-

ference is that universities should make firm commitments at the institutional level and that 

researchers ensure they document, record and disseminate their work nationally and interna-

tionally, networking themselves and supporting each other. In doing so, they can measure 

progress and assess the extent to which things are improving over time. Since the various 

international declarations on sustainable development at universities prepared in the past 

have largely failed to yield any concrete benefit, a focus at the institutional level is likely to 

help to make a difference and show, on the ground, what is possible and what can be done.  

2. As an attempt to promote and disseminate the work performed by attendees to the confer-

ence, the book “Sustainable Development at Universities: New Horizons“ will be launched in 

September 2012. This publication on the theory and practice of sustainable development, will 

be one of the most comprehensive publications on sustainability at universities ever pro-

duced, focusing on both industrialised and developing nations.  

3. The 2nd World Sustainable Development Teach-In Day will be held on Friday, 8th February 

2013, with the presentations made by authors who attended the conference. The event, 

which follows on the success of the first Sustainable Development Teach-In Day in 2010, will 

engage thousands of students from across the world.  

4. A Second World Symposium at Sustainable Development at Universities will be held in Lon-

don, UK in June 2014.  

The WSSD-U Secretariat in Hamburg will be implementing the above and achieve synergies 

with other on-going activities as the BUP. Because UNCSD will only agree on broad, general 

measures, by engaging on concrete actions the academic community can, by itself, influence 

the developments needed in this important sector. 

 

Walter Leal 

BUP Centre Director Hamburg, Germany 
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Åland – A New Discovery For People From Karelia 

To get an introduction to the environmental situation in different places and how it is dealt 

with a group of teachers and scientists from the Northern Water Problems Institute, the Kare-

lian Research Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, in Petrozavodsk is keen on visiting new 

places in the Baltic Sea region. This year the trip was organized as the 5th International 

School-seminar: “Development of international co-operation – science and education for sus-

tainable development”- “The sea environment and ecological safety of the population”. 

The point of interest this year were the Åland Islands, an autonomous territory of Finland. 

The study visit to these wonderful islands was organized in early July this summer in close co-

operation with the Åbo Akademi University and the Finnish Centre of the Baltic University Pro-

gramme. 

First the visiting group had a long trip over land from Petrozavodsk to Turku. Then we contin-

ued travel with one of the large ferries from Turku to Åland and Mariehamn. It was exciting to 

for the first time be on board such a sea giant! 

The first item on our program was a visit to the Åland Parliament. It was very interesting to 

try to make sense of pieces of information from before. To try to find information from differ-

ent sources at home before the trip showed to be more or less useless. The Russian saying “It 

is better to see one time than to listen a hundred times” was right also in this case. 

In the evening we came to Husö Biological Station of the Åbo Akademi University. It was hard 

to image before that we should live in a museum! Accommodation for our group was in a 

Photo: Tore Lindholm.  
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house from 1912 built by an artist who donated it to Åbo Akademi University. The house is 

not very large but very comfortable for scientific researchers. Husö is also a living place with 

nice people working with the Baltic Sea and sea shore issues – what could be better!? 

The next day a seminar was held with the main purpose to exchange experiences on environ-

mental and water issues from Karelia and Finland and Åland. We are greatly thankful to our 

colleague and close partner Matti Leppäranta, professor of the Department of Physics, Univer-

sity of Helsinki, who took part in this seminar. The second part of the seminar was an excur-

sion to some different types of local water bodies. This excursion was led by Dr Tore Lind-

holm, a specialist and enthusiast of lake investigations. 

The next day was devoted to water services. First we visited the water supply plant, Ålands 

Vatten AB, and then the sewage treatment plant, Lotsbroverket. They are both important ob-

jects for us because we could collect information about these services with the purpose to 

prepare study material for the teaching of the BUP course “Water management” in Petro-

zavodsk. The second part of this day was devoted to nature with a visit to Nåtö Biological 

Station (Societas pro Flora Fauna Fennica) and the nature trail there. 

Then the group had the possibility to visit 

Sweden too! We were really happy to partici-

pate in the 7th EURopean ENvironmental Sci-

ence Student Association meeting (EURENSSA 

2012) in Norrtälje. Thanks to the organizers 

of this meeting and especially to Peter Ambros 

we had the possibility not only to present lec-

tures on Karelia but also to learn about envi-

ronmental work done by students. 

Finally we also had a very nice excursion to 

Geta in the NW part of Åland. Here we visited 

a nature trail and later in Eckerö a geological 

trail and museums like the Mail and Custom 

House, and the Åland Hunting and Fishing museum. Back in Mariehamn we also managed vis-

its to Ålands konstmuseum, Åland maritime museum and the Museum Ship Pommern 

On the trip back to the mainland on board the 

ferry Silja Europa we had a look at the map of 

the Åland Islands. We soon found out that we 

had visited almost all parts from north to 

south and west to east! We had such a bright 

and unforgettable impressions during our visit 

that even now it is difficult to believe that it 

was real - fantastic weather, red sun and blue 

sea and so many nice people around! 

 

Tatjana Regerand, NWPI Petrozavodsk, Kare-

lia. 

Sinikka Suomalainen, Åbo Akademi Univer-

sity, BUP Finland 
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The geology of Åland and especially at Eckerö explained by 

Stig Abrahamsson, the constructor of the geological trail. 

The Åland archipelago. 
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A Project to Promote Biogas Production in Belarus 

The Baltic University Programme has just concluded a project on biogas production from ma-

nure in Belarus. A seven person strong team from the Ministry of Agriculture, three universi-

ties in Minsk, and one farm complex visited Sweden in May and a 

return visit of a Swedish expert from the Institute of Agricultural 

Engineering was conducted in late June. A report on the project 

with much material on biogas in Sweden and Belarus as well as 

the rest of northern Europe has been written and will be available 

on the BUP homepage. It is in English and Russian language. 

Production of biogas offers many benefits to society and is an im-

portant contribution to a sustainable development. One of the 

most important tasks we face today is to develop systems for re-

cycling of material, and use of renewable energy. In the biogas 

process, organic waste (e.g. manure) is converted into energy 

and nutrients and results in two final products, biogas and bio 

manure. The biogas can be used to generate electricity and heat, 

while the residual product is an environmentally-friendly fertiliser. 

The development of biogas production represents a strategically 

important step away from oil dependence and contributes to cli-

mate mitigation. 

Livestock farming in Belarus is characterized by a high level of concentration and specializa-

tion. Livestock production is concentrated in large private and state pig and cattle farms. 

There are approximately 107 large pig and 97 large cattle farms, and thousands of smaller 

farms. Together they generate annually millions of tons of manure. 42 of the pig farms 

(complexes) are situated in the Baltic Sea basin. Today most of the manure is just deposited 

on the neighbouring fields and of course leach to the water and cause serious eutrophication. 

The farm the project studied in some detail has 20 000 pigs and empties 350 tons of pig ma-

nure on the fields every day year around. 

In Sweden biogas has been produced since the 1950s, but it is not until the last decade that 

biogas production has increased quickly. According to the national Swedish biogas statistics in 

2010 there were 135 sewage treatment plants, 14 farm plants and 18 municipal co-digestion 

biogas-producing plants in the country. The goal was then that 3.5 TWh of energy should be 

produced by biogas by 2012. 

In Belarus there are only a few biogas plants. However the interest is large and at present 

poor financing to build plants is the largest obstacle for getting more plants. The project 

group concluded that the conditions for development of biogas in Belarus are economically 

reasonable, technically possible, and will promote new jobs and regional development. It is a 

strong recommendation. 

 

Lars Rydén 

Project leader Swedish-Belarusian biogas project 
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BUP Centre Hamburg 5 years! 

In connection with the BUP Centre Directors meeting in Hamburg 12—15 December the 5 

Year Anniversary of the BUP Center for Germany in Hamburg will be celebrated. A reception 

for the participants in the meeting will be organised in the City Hall. 

Changes at the Secretariat 

Anna Ruban that for some month have worked at the BUP secretariat in Uppsala has got a 

new position. She is now a PhD student at the Central European University in Budapest. Con-

gratulations to your success. Her replacement at the BUP secretariat is as of writing not yet 

clear. 

A trainee will start working at the BUP secretariat during the autumn. 
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Changes in Denmark 

Henrik Knudsen is now the BUP Centre Director in Denmark. 

This is his presentation of himself: ”My academic background 

is as a political scientist, but I have used over 20 years as In-

dustrial development manager and as Inventor. Currently as-

sociate professor at AU-Herning with focus on sustainability, 

innovation & entrepreneurship and networks. I am very pas-

sionate about the BUP network because the foundation is good 

but also due to the great potential in BUP if we get the individ-

ual members to cooperate even more e.g. in research and vir-

tual courses. My personal stance is very much on sustainability 

and green business models, I find it extremely important that 

all organisations in depth relate to the Brundtland commis-

sions remarks, that we must meet the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs. Amongst many other implications is the one 

that business models must be green and incorporate a cradle 

to cradle perspective.”  Henrik Knudsen BUP Centre Director in 

Denmark. 

http://www.balticuniv.uu.se/


Eurenssa 2012 

What is Eurenssa? Well that’s a question I asked myself when I saw a post about it on the 

BUP webpage, in the spring of 2011. After some research I learnt that Eurenssa is a 7-10 

days open-air conference about sustainable development, arranged every year by a new 

group of students in a new country. Back in 2011 it was a group of Ukrainian girls from the 

city of Dnepropetrovsk that hosted the event. I applied and was accepted. If I described my 

10 days in Ukraine as a “positive culture chock” it would be making an understatement! I was 

amazed by this constantly surprising country and by the great time with great students from 

all over Europe. So when I’ve got a question to host the event next year in Sweden, I couldn’t 

resist it. 

Said and done, after a few weeks I managed to find myself a group of (BUP) students and the 

work started. Beside our studies and work we fought to create a program, finding funds and 

managing all kinds of work for our project. After nearly nine months, on the 9th July 2012 we 

stood there welcoming 30 students from all over Europe to the 7th Eurenssa meeting in his-

tory, so far. For the next 8 days, my group and I would be their hosts while they were taking 

part in our meeting. To our help we had a group of five hard working volunteers also from 

different backgrounds and origin, helping us with cooking and practicalities. 

The first four days was spent in the beau-

tiful nature reserve “Riddersholm” outside 

the small, sleepy town of Norrtälje, close 

to the Baltic Sea coast. The area is owned 

and managed by the Archipelago founda-

tion, that preserves the area and its en-

dangered spices, and at the same time 

keeping it accessible to the public by pro-

viding nature paths and accommodation. 

So already within the first couple of hours 

the participants found themselves in the 

middle of the Swedish countryside with 

the Baltic Sea just around the corner. 

And so the program started, our first lec-

ture was the “Climate psychologist” Marta 

Cullberg Weston who was with us over 

video link from the island of Gotland. She 

introduced us to the human psychology and why we humans seem to have a natural difficulty 

grasping global challenges such as climate change. After lunch we had a visit and presenta-

tion by Prof. Lars Rydén, continuing on the subject with an open-dialog about the implemen-

tation of sustainability in your everyday life. After a few hours in the attic of Riddersholms 

youth hostel, the local ranger of the area, Gunnar Lodin awaited us, together with sunny 

weather. Gunnar took us on a walk in the reserve showing typical and rare Swedish plants 

and birds, for example a Ukrainian grass brought with Russian cavalry during their invasion of 

the Swedish coast in 18th century. 

The next morning a bus awaited us to take us on a fieldtrip far from all kinds of flowers and 

Ukrainian grass. The fieldtrip had the nuclear power station of Forsmark and the final storage 

area for nuclear waste, located 500 meters into the bedrock, as a target. But before that the 

bus stopped in the small village of Forsmark for a lunch at the local tavern. The village was 
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Eurenssa at Riddersholm. For some more photos from the  

meeting please see eurenssa-2012 at the BUP web site. 

http://www.balticuniv.uu.se/
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built due to the founding of iron in the region and had important ironworks until the late 19th 

century. Today the village is known for the nearby nuclear power station with three running 

reactors. After a well needed lunch a bus took us down into the Swedish storage area for low 

and medium active nuclear waste. We learnt about the storage system for Swedish nuclear 

waste and the new plans for building a safe final storage of highly radioactive waste at the 

location. 

After a long day we returned to our campsite for some dinner and preparations for the second 

part of our meeting which was located on the Åland islands. But before that we would first 

have a visit of a group of scientists from the Northern Water Problem Institute of Petro-

zavodsk in Russian Karelia (NWPI). Northern Water Problem Institute is a part of Petro-

zavodsk University that works with environmental problems connected to the northwest part 

of Russia and thereby also a large part of the Baltic Sea drainage area. After a couple of 

hours learning about the environmental problems and some of their solutions in the north 

west of Russia the first part of Eurenssa was finished with a typical Swedish ”Thursday pea 

soup” with oven fried pancakes. We then set our course to the Åland islands in the Baltic Sea. 

Åland islands is an autonomy region of Finland consisting of about 6,700 islands and is easi-

est reached by ferry. So we packed up our camp and took the ferry to Åland. Our new camp-

site would be at “Folkhögskolan på Åland” and this is where we would spend the last days of 

the meeting. Already on the first day of our visit we got into contact with the sea, when tak-

ing small boats out to the remote wind power park located on the last small islands in the 

outskirts of the archipelago. Åland islands that actively works to be self-sufficient in electricity 

use, are strongly investing in wind power. Thanks to cooperation with the local energy com-

pany and sponsoring from Åbo Akademi University, we got the unique possibility to see the 

wind park in use. The visit was later summarized with a seminar on the benefits and ecologi-

cal problems connected to wind parks. 

At the next day we continued the marine theme of the conference by a visit at Husö, Åbo 

Akademi University’s biological station, where Dr. Tore Lindholm lectured about the local and 

common environmental problems of the Baltic Sea. Dr. Lindholm is an expert in the field of 

marine problems in the archipelago areas and his lecture did not only consist of slides with 

pictures. He also showed us marine animals in all sizes, from the smallest microscopic plank-

ton to a 5 kg pike caught just outside in the reed belt of the station. 

The goal of Eurenssa is not only to give an insight into a country and its work and problems 

trying to achieve sustainability, but more importantly, to connect the students across the 

boarders and establishing contacts for future cooperation. So as the final day of our meeting 

approached, a summarizing session was held focusing on the main purpose of Eurenssa; the 

cooperation of students across boarders and fields of studies. And as the work of me and our 

team of hosting Eurenssa was coming to an ending, we hope that the spirit of the project will 

live on and that a new group of students will take over and host the 8th EURENSSA meeting 

in another corner of Europe. 

Could it maybe be you and your friends? For more information about the process of next 

year’s Eurenssa, please visit our webpage http://eurenssa2012.se. 

 

Pontus Ambros, Students’ representative in Baltic University Programme board, and the other 

organizer’s of Eurenssa 2012; Mira Grönblom, Peter Ambros, Charlotta Asplund and Johannes 

Ljunggren. 
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A new book: 

Towards Sustainable Urban Transportation 
 

This book by Linas Kliucininkas, BUP Centre Director in Lithuania, addresses 

environmental problems, assessment methods and remedial measures  

related to the management of urban transportation. The book comprises 

description of current state and future developments towards sustainable 

urban transportation. The assessment of transport-induced urban environ-

mental quality covers the whole process from the collection of raw data, the 

storage and retrieval of this data for computation/modelling, to the presen-

tation of information. Special attention is given to the strategies, policies, as 

well as economic instruments which support decisions for sustainable envi-

ronmental management. The book also includes case studies providing 

practical examples of respective environmental issues. 

For further information see the publishers web site. 

Resilience Explained 

The article Boundary conditions in the June 2012 issue of the  

prestigious journal The Economist the concepts of Resilience and 

Planetary Boundaries and their interactions are nicely explained.  

The BUP Newsletter publishes materials on the BUP, BUP activities and on sustainable devel-

opment in the Baltic Sea Region. The newsletter is published four times per year. 

How to Subscribe or Un-subscribe to the BUP mailinglist 

If you want to unsubscribe from the BUP mailing-list you may send an e-mail to: 

sympa@lists.uu.se In the subject line you write: unsubscribe balticuniversity. To subscribe 

you instead write subscribe balticuniversity in the subject line. 

Or, better, if you want to subscribe or unsubscribe to the mailing-list send an e-mail to  

Magnus Lehman and he will help you. 
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BUP Newsletter Archive 

You may find all previous issues of the BUP Newsletter at the BUP web site. They are in the 

pdf-format and free to download. The first issue was published in 2004. 

http://www.peterlang.com/index.cfm?event=cmp.ccc.seitenstruktur.detailseiten&seitentyp=produkt&pk=66993&concordeid=262367
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